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Typeset in Common Ground Markup Language using CGPublisher multichannel typesetting system http://www.commongroundpublishing.com/software/ Introduction A RCHITECTURAL MEMBRANES ARE nowadays used with competitive costs for covering big spans, but they can also be suitable for small size constructions, such as housing buildings [1] .
The fact of being the lighter constructive solution for facades and coverings used in buildings and nowadays having a life span that exceeds 25 years makes architectural membranes extremely competitive in terms of deconstruction effectiveness, embodied energy, economic cost and durability, even in exterior applications, as presented by Mendonça [1], Miravete [2] and Ossola [3] . Besides that, membranes have now the advantage of being at the same time translucent, but weighting much less than other solutions, even glass, per square meter. Generally, membranes are translucent, but not transparent; they are in most cases composites with a textile based structure (such as polyester and fiberglass) with a polymeric covering, such as Polyvinyl chloride -PVC, Polytetrafluoroethylene -PTFE or Silicon [4] .
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